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1.INTRODUCTION
In the modern world, converting from the internal combustion engine vehicle to electric
vehicle will save a large amount of money as a large capital investment and large labour
cost. The electric vehicles are dominating the markets now [1]. The recent years the
entry of some electric car manufacturers provoke other car manufacturers to develop
the electric cars to compete in the market [2]. Not only in the cars, the electric vehicles
are dominating in the electric bus, subway trains, forklift, electric bikes and airport tugs
[1]. For the customers, the electric vehicle should be light, fast, noiseless, efficient and
moreover pollution less. There are three-wheeled vehicles are introduced to the road as
the new generation of transport. And its moped is also available in markets. This type
of transport is light, fast and safer than the two-wheelers and fun to ride.
The Ecoist vehicle is a three-wheel moped and seating capacity of two with the kerb
weight of 300 kg approximately. And it can clock up to 130km/h in a very short time.
this Ecoist vehicle is targeting the customers who go to their work in personal cars and
those who go to drop their kids to the school, so during the peak time of traffic, it will
help to minimize the pollution caused by the combustion engine. And it has a high
torque, so it will accelerate quickly and it is fun to ride this vehicle. The frame and
chase of the vehicle are built in a way that the front wheel is projected outside of the
vehicle. So, the mudguard will have no contact with the other part of the body. It will
have mounted on the wheel hub. The mudguard in an automobile is used to protect the
body of the vehicle from the sand, mud, rocks, liquid and other materials being thrown
by the wheel and to prevent it from throwing into the air by the rotation motion of the
tire.
The purpose of this project is to design a mudguard for the three-wheel vehicle. While
designing a mudguard, it is necessary to understand all the laws and regulations related
to mudguards in European standards and to enhance the current understanding related
to the design and the engineering specifications. Weight and acceleration must be
considered Moreover, the aerodynamics and drag of the design must be considered.
The coefficient of drag will determine the aerodynamicist of the design. If the
coefficient of drag is higher the design is less aerodynamic, and the coefficient of drag
is lower the design has good aerodynamic. Although it’s an electrically powered
vehicle, the aerodynamic design has a major role in power consumption. If the design
is more the aerodynamic efficient, less the power it will consume.
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1.1 Background
The Ecoist company having the aerodynamic design of a vehicle, which is in running
condition. The major goal of this thesis is the company required the most suitable
mudguard with efficient in design and its perfect application on the situation. The
vehicle is used for the daily purpose and the vehicle speed limit is approximately 130
km/h, so the important role is protecting vehicle body from the mud and the supporting
bracket is used to absorbing the impact and vibration.
To develop a strong mudguard with good aerodynamic efficiency, the drag coefficient
has to be analyzed. And need to have a high tolerance. Aerodynamic efficiency is the
main thing needed to concentrate on designing work. And it is just to follow a product
development process to get an efficient result. For developing the mudguard, the
waterfall method (from the academic) is used because it is simple to use and familiar
and for the small-scale production it seems better. Throughout the thesis many methods
are used to find out functions, sub-functions, requirement and engineering specification
etc. which all are adopted from the Ullman's book. Brainstorming helped to generate
more ideas. Then a clear concept has been generated. To find a suitable material for the
mudguard, the CES Edu Pack is using. The material using for mudguard should have
high strength and less weight. And it needs to completely degradable.
1.2 Aim of the studies
As the title says it is a design work. When the thesis starts, it looks simple. During the
thesis work, we must go through the different stages. Literature review, finding the
automobile regulations for designing the fenders, deep study on drag coefficient and
tolerance, designing and analysis etc.
The main purpose of doing this thesis was to know more about the different area that
needs to concentrate during designing a product. and it will give deep knowledge of
Designing software.
1.3 Problem Definition
The thesis is the main part in master’s program of mechanical engineering. It covers
the 15 credits of the course. Our thesis is to design a Mudguard for the three-wheel
Ecoist vehicle. Moreover, it is necessary to understand the laws need to follow for
designing the mudguards in European standard. Currently, the Ecoist vehicle does not
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have a proper mudguard design. For the prototype they are using is a normal mud flap.
It is a tri-wheel single seat vehicle powered by an electric drive. And it is very compact
and lightweight. So, it is easy to use in high traffic. The current mudguard has not an
aerodynamic design, so it will consume more energy while driving at a high speed.
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2 THEORY
The concept of the thesis consists of Engineering design, deflection, impact force,
energy absorption behaviour. These characteristics are regards to finding the best
choice of material and the effect of passengers on the impact behaviour is examined.
The primary thing is that the design might be structured or unstructured. In that
situation, both condition have the equal role in turbulence and aerodynamic design.
The Nasa Technical memorandum provides the article about the Aerodynamic design
on unstructured grids for the turbulent flow [3]. The major Approach of this topic is to
adjoin variables for obtaining the derivatives of the cost function. The solution of this
situation is adjoint equations are formed by using an implicit formulation, then in which
the turbulence model should be coupled with the flow equation when the costate
variables solving. The accuracy can be measured by considering the comparison of
finite difference gradients by using the gradient figures. It will help to the time
requirement of the setting up of the design problems. [4]
Then another part is similarities. Some designs are similar, but the characteristics and
purpose are varied depending upon the situation [5]. So, we have considered the threewheeler vehicle company product which is Mahindra Alfa. We get some information
regards with the finite element analysis of mudguard of the three-wheeler. From the
experimental evaluation of the stress comparison and with the manufactured fibre
reinforced plastic fender, it provides the dates of stress distribution across the whole
mudguard due to a load of actions. The various materials are used for the mudguard
based on the strength and life requirement of the material and the different
manufacturing methods are used respect to the material used. The major objectives of
this topic are to be experimental stress analysis by using FEA. The geometry of
mudguard is created in the modelling software CATIA and its imported in ANSYS
13.00. The model was discretized into small finite elements to analyze the structure.
All the components are modelled using shell elements at mid-surface. It’s based on the
geometry the thickness property is applied to the corresponding element. To find the
loading conditions are better or not, the mudguard maximum stress was observed near
mounting holes. It will have evaluated by stress-induced this location increases with
the application of lifting loads and the further experimental stress analysis is conducted
on a new mudguard which is fabricated by using the specific material like fibre
reinforced plastic (FRP). The material keeping the same dimensions of existing
mudguards. And that show as that it doesn’t fail even more than the permitted weight
in both sides and front-loading conditions. [6]
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Experimental set-up and procedure did in
Mahindra Alfa [6]
The suitable fixture is fabricated and mounted
on a rigid wall. The mudguard is mounted in
upside down for the convenience. And a dead
weight is given to the mudguard to get the
same situation of the actual lifting load
conditions. A pan is attached to the mudguard
and weight are added to increase the.
Figure 1 Boundary condition 1

Figure 2 location of strain gauges

figure 3 experimental setup

The stress values were obtained by unidirectional strain gauges and strain gauge
indicator. Unidirectional foil type Strain Gauges of gauge length 5 mm are bonded on
the mud-guard at locations along the X axis, Y axis and Z axis. Mud-guard was then
loaded in the steps of 20 kg in front loading and side loading conditions. then strain
induced is recorded on strain indicator [6]. The stresses are then calculated in Young’s
modulus
Another basic design criterion is the drag coefficient. The drag coefficient is a general
measure in the automobile design part as it pertains to aerodynamics. The drag is a
force that acts parallel in the same direction as the airflow. The drag coefficient (Cd)of
an automobile impacts the way the automobile passes through the surrounding air. [7]
The all kinds of automobile companies design a new vehicle and they consider the
automobile drag coefficient related to the performance characteristics. The
aerodynamic drag increases with the square of speed. So, it becomes critically
important at the higher speeds. If we are reducing the drag coefficient of the vehicle
the performance and fuel efficiency of the vehicle should be improved. There are many
ways to reduce the drag of a vehicle. The common way to measure the drag of the
vehicle is through the drag area. The Average modern automobiles achieve a drag
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coefficient of between 0.25 and 0.3. When the wind becomes angled, a corrected drag
coefficient with different yaw angles are calculated in order to get a feeling on how
much the wind affects the drag coefficient. [8]
The general equation for aerodynamic drag force, including the wind approximation.

Based on the material selection, the mudguard has the role in impact absorbing. In
current situations, the automobile industries are mostly focused on enhancing the
strength and reducing the weight of the body parts. Most of the companies are using
polypropylene materials for making mudguards [9]. But they are not environmentally
friendly and completely degradable in nature and have a high cost. This situation we
can consider the sisal natural fibre for manufacturing mudguards. The reinforcement in
epoxy resin to make low cost, high strength, and less weight substitute for the
mudguards. [10]
Another material generally used in the automotive field is carbon fibre. It’s based on
the finite element analysis of the carbon fibre composite bumper beam. [6] The most
important part of this article is the bumper beam material and thickness changing by
improving the crashworthiness performance in a low-velocity impact. In this article,
they are mostly focusing on lightweight. This beam analysis is accomplished for carbon
fibre composite and steel material to analyze their deformation, weight, impact force,
energy absorption, and the acceleration of the impactor. The result shows the bumper
made by carbon fibre composite achieves better impact behaviour. Second, on the
purpose of lightweight, the bumper beams of different thickness including 5.4, 6, 6.6,
and 7.2 mm are investigated. The results show that the 5.4 mm bumper beam is the best
selection without sacrificing the impact performance. Third, according to the stress
distribution, the thickness distribution of the bumper beam is changed to get better
lightweight results. It is indicated that the weight of the improved bumper beam is
further reduced, and the impact performance is not weakened. Another major part
regards with the lightweight is Impacts. There are two different kinds of impacts, that
is, elastic impact and plastic impact. There is a great deal of energy dissipated in the
collision. The type of impact which occurs between the front bumper system and an
impactor in this article is elasto-plastic impact because the severe crash force exists.
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Since transient and nonlinear analyses are involved, the impact phenomenon is very
complex. Of particular interest here is to study the impact phenomenon is very
complex. Of particular interest here is to study the impact behaviour of the contact area.
The total energy is conserved throughout the impact is equal to the momentum
conservation equation after separation point can be described as follows. [6]

1

1

1

mAvA = 2mAv2A1 + 2 mBv2A1
2
mAvA = mAvA1 + mBvB2

The state rules of mudguard requirement consist of the various procedure. The state
requires that any motor vehicle of sufficient height operated on public roads must be
equipped with the anti-spray device, which will reduce wheel spray to the vehicle body
and rear of the vehicle. The next thing is installation factors. The anti‐spray devices

must be installed and maintained so that the device is placed directly behind the wheel.
The mud flap must extend downward to a distance from the ground, as measured when
the vehicle is standing over level ground [11]. Another factor is wheel coverage. The
mud‐flap requirements are intended to protect other vehicles from water and debris that
may be kicked up from a vehicle's tire, particularly where the vehicle and tires are
oversized. The splashback system has some laws of criteria which are described on the
Transportstyrelsens föreskrifter och allmänna rådom bilar och släpvagnar som dras
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av bilar. The reference is made to the EU directive, the definition where applied on the
certain condition such as the tire width. The maximum width of the tire measured at
the upper wheel half. For a vehicle as is approved for alternative sizes referred width
for the widest tire size, elevations in the form of protection and ribs decoration, marking
on the like included not the width [12]
overall requirements [12]
1. A passenger car that will be introduced on 1 January 2005 or later, with the
exception of chassis or car where the splash guard with respect to the vehicle's
structure or purpose involves considerable inconvenience, should respect
mudguard (wheel cover) meet the requirements of Directive 78/549 / EEC
2. Passenger placed in service before January 1, 2005 and the 1953 and later model
year, with the exception of chassis or car where the splash guard with respect
to the vehicle's structure or purpose involves considerable inconvenience,
should respect mudguard meet the requirements of Directive 78/549 / EEC (see
Chapter 2. § 41) or meet the requirements of §§ 5-8. Splash guard on cars
having two or more axes within a distance of 2 m and where the splash guard
provides protection for the wheels on more than one of these shafts may as an
alternative to claims 5-8 in §§ instead meet the requirements of § 9.
3. Passenger car 1952 or earlier model, need not be provided with fenders or
corresponding devices on the placed in service was not provided with such.
4. Splash guard must be designed so that its front portion extends at least to a
radial plane 30 forward of a vertical plane through the wheel centre, and so that
its rear portion extends to a horizontal plane is set at 150 mm above a horizontal
plane through the wheel centre (Figure 1a).
5. The part of the mudguard is located between two radial planes - 30 forward
and 50 backwards from a vertical plane through the wheel centre - to cover the
width of the tire (see § 5 Figure 1 a). In other respects, the splash shield
backwards in the 4 § said portions, cover at least half of the tire width.
6. Splash guards should have pulled down the edges of the pages. The edges
should be such that the mudguard front profile in the vertical of the centre of
the wheel has a depth of at least 30 mm (see § 5 Figure 1 a and 1 b). The profile
depth may gradually decrease toward the in 5 § said radial planes (see § 5 Figure
1 a).
7. The part of the mudguard is located above a horizontal plane through the wheel
centre, on a passenger car of 1963 or later model year, not be positioned at a
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greater distance from the wheel centre than double the radius of the wheel,
measured to the mudguard edges (see § 5 Figure 1 a).
8. Splash guards must meet the following conditions in front of a vertical plane
through the wheel centre of the front wheel and the rear of a vertical plane
through the centre of the wheel on the rear wheel.
9. The deflector should be connected between the plane and in this part have edges
drawn down at the sides (Figure 3). [12]
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3 METHOD
There are many types of project plans. From the three methods were studied, the StageGate, waterfall method and Spiral process. During the first semester of master’s
program, there is a mini project about designing a Pulley. The project is done by using
the waterfall method. So, for doing this thesis, again the waterfall method with some
modification is chosen because it is simple and familiar. figure 4,5,6 shows the different
project plan methods. The spiral method is used in the large-scale development and
mostly used for software development. The advantage of using the waterfall method is
that it can implement in small-scale developments.

fig 4 Water-fall Method [13]

fig 5 Spiral method [14]

fig 6 Gated Model [15]
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the major drawback of the Waterfall method is saying that it is not suitable for largescale production.
3.1 QFD
One of the popular method using for finding out the engineering specification is QFD
[16].
It is also known as the house
of quality. The customer
requirement
must
be
translated into measurable
engineering
specification.
This QFD diagram is built of
different parts containing
valuable information’s. it is a
time-consuming process. But
for the better results, QFD
methods are using.
For the current project, all the
steps of QFD are not required.
There is no need of now vs w
hat step (step 4) for this

Figure 7, QFD

project and it is not necessary to include step 4(now vs what) in this project. This
project is to develop a mud flap for the three-wheel vehicle. Its motivation is to prevent
mud throne from the rotational motion of the tire and to give less drag coefficient to
the vehicle. So, it does not have a competitor.
3.2 Concept generation
After the QFD the next goal is to generate the concept to develop a quality product. for
generating concepts different technique is used. Some of the technique used in this
thesis are
a) Brainstorming
b) Patent search
c) CES Edu Pack
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a) Brainstorming
Both the team member sits together and generate ideas. It helps fully if the group have
more members. But for the master thesis only two members per group is allowed, so,
the contribution of ideas is less. However, lots of ideas were generated by using
brainstorming. Vast silly ideas have been generated but only logical ideas are being
selected. [16]
b) Patent search
For this thesis may design patent has been referred and it gives more information and
ideas. Some of the design patent referred are
1. VSM motorcycle mudguard requirement
2. Update on status of splash and spray suspension technology for the large truck
(U.S department of transportation)
c) CES Edu Pack
CES Edu Pack software is used for finding appropriate material and manufacturing
process and the cost estimation can be calculated. It is a user-friendly software with a
large number of material details and its application. It also provides the manufacturing
method and the approximate cost for every stage
3.3 Concept selection
After the concept is generated, the next stage is concept selection. In this stage,
morphology is used to collect all the concept to select a concept. [16]
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Morphology matrix

Figure 8 Morphology matrix

There are three steps to this technique. The first one lists the function that must
accomplish. The second step is to find as my concept for each function mentioned, the
third step is to compare these concepts to get a good concept which will have all the
functional requirements. [16]
3.4 Concept Evaluation
Now it has a good concept which will have all functional requirements. The next step
is to evaluate the concept. For doing the concept evaluation Pugh matrix is used. The
decision matrix method or Pugh matrix method is simple. The Pugh matrix is done in
6 steps [16]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

State the issue
Select the alternative to be compared
Choose the criteria for comparison
Develop relative importance waiting
Evaluate alternatives
Select one concept which has more values
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4. METHODOLOGY

Figure 9 flowchart waterfall method

This section discusses the method used for developing the thesis. the waterfall method
is coming to as the first choice because it is simple and familiar. Although it is most
suitable for the startup and small-scale project. For the development of the mudguard,
some minor change has been made on this waterfall method, some steps have been
highlighted as in the figure. The product definition in the waterfall method is split into
Understanding current problems and Engineering specification.
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4.1 Product discovery
In this step, we studied our customers that what are their needs, what improvements
are needed for their products and builds products that meet them. Moreover, make it as
useful.
Methods used for product discovery is
• Excel sheet for identifying customer needs.
4.2 Project planning
In this stage, we made a plan for doing the project. we make a study on the mudguard
and its functions. For that, we read many books and articles. And go with some patents.
We split the work and made a schedule for the work and put a deadline for each work.
4.3 Understanding current problems
The third stage is to understand the current problem of this project. To develop the
project, we need to identify the requirements and overcome the problems which can be
caused. When we get this project, they give some parameters for the mudguard. For
getting new ideas, we used the brainstorming and reverse engineering technique from
the Ullman’s book. Both techniques helped to generate new ideas and understand the
function and the subfunction of the mudguards.
4.4 Engineering specification
First, the customers need has been found out and change it into a requirement. Then
translate this requirement into engineering specification. All this is done in excel sheet.
Also, how to fulfil the function and subfunction will be found in the excel sheet.
4.5 Conceptual design
All the requirements and engineering specification have been verified and made some
conceptual designs. We made many hands sketch of the mudguards and the supporting
brackets
4.6 CAD drawing
CATIA is a multiple platform software used to design the 3D models, Computer Aided
Design (CAD), CAM etc. and can-do analysis of the part. CATIA enables the creation
of 3D part from the 3D sketch. With this software, the 3d model of mudguard and
supporting bracket has been developed with the dimension which we get from the
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calculation. Then added the material to this 3D model. And the weight has been
calculated.
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5 RESULTS
5.1 Understanding requirements
In this thesis, our task is to design a mudguard for the Ecoist vehicle. From the
stakeholder’s different requirements must be fulfilled. Which is in the below table.
Efficiently prevent mud, rock dirt being
thrown into the air by the rotational motion of
the tire

Follows the state rule in design
Cover the entire width of the tyre

Good design

Lightweight
Less cost
Good strength
Aerodynamicist
Quality of material
Strength Design
Protect the other road user as far
as practicable against thrown up
stones
Reduce the dangers due to contact
with the moving wheel
Reduce vibration

Lifespan
Safety

Table 1 requirements

5.2 Requirements and specification
Requirements are then translated into specifications.
Requirement

Specification

Follows the state rule in design

The European standard for mudguard of
L5e vehicle
> 135 mm (tyre width)
Reduce dimensions
Labour cost & manufacturing cost
Material selection
Less drag coefficient
Material with less mass and high
stiffness and can be used in any
climate
High tolarance

Cover the entire width of the tyre
Light weight
Less cost
Good strength
Aerodynamisity
Quality of material

Strength of the Design
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Protect the other road user as far as
practicable against thrown up stones
Reduce the dangers due to contact with
the moving wheel
Reduce vibration

Installation factors
The clearance between the wheel and
mudguard
Use bracket, frame

Table 2 requirements and specifications

5.3 Functions and subfunctions
Functions and sub-functions of the pulley are identified. There must be a way to
achieve the function and subfunction. It has been referred.
Main function
Preventing mud, rock, water being
thrown into the air by rotation motion
of the tyre
Subfunctions
Reduce drag coefficient
Less energy consumpion
Mudguard should turn with the wheel
Easy installation facility

How to achieve it?
Cover the entire width of the tyre,
maintain the clearance between the tyre
and mudguard
Mud guard design
Aerodynamic design
Mounted on the wheel hub.
Provide supporting bracket

Table 3 functions and subfunctions

5.4 QFD
QFD is a tool used to transform customer voice into engineering specification. There
is much importance focusing on customer desire and identifies the engineering
characteristics. Then identifies the importance of those requirements These will meet
the specific proportion and generating the objectives and the priority for the system
requirement. This will generate the different abstraction of a product. And will
understand where to give more importance.
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From this tool, Strength of material and design are the area need to give more
importance while developing the mudguard. The design must be more aerodynamic
and have a minimum number of hazards. And the design must be developed in a high
strength material.

Figure 10 QFD

5.5 MORPHOLOGY
From all the function and subfunction, a morphology matrix has been developed. For
each function and sub-functions, the different concept has been added. The material
has been chosen with the help of Edu Pack software. The most used material for the
manufacturing of automobile part is choosing. The designs had been chosen with the
customer's requirement.
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Table 4 morphology

5.6 CONCEPT
From the morphology matrix, a winning concept has been generated. For each function

Table 5 concept
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a concept is chosen based on the customer requirement. The design of mudguard is
chosen based on the body of the vehicle. The design of the Ecoist vehicle is planned to
make as compact and aerodynamic so it only consumes less energy, also it will have a
well packed and sleek design. So, the mudguard is designed in a way that has good
aerodynamic and will cover 70% of the wheel. The material chose for making the
mudguard is Polypropylene material. The material is chosen from the Edu pack
software in a respective procedure. This material has good impact strength and wind
load resistance. And it is prepaid from polypropylene homopolymer. Moreover, it has
high stability and weather exposure stability. The supporting bracket is designed for
the easy installation of the tire and mudguard. And to give better support to the
mudguard.
5.6.1 MATERIAL SELECTION (Mudguard)
The material selected for the mudguard is Polypropylene. It is chosen from the Edu
pack software. The required specifications are applied to the software to get a perfect
material. Limits such as (density– required material should have maximum density of
950 kg/m3, moldability – the material required for the mudguard should be easily
moldable, though the mudguard is used for the outdoor purpose, it has to be resistible
in fresh water, salt water, sand, acidic etc..) are added. Then it shows two materials
with all these properties. From that material, polypropylene is chosen.

Figure 11 material selection in Edu pack software
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5.6.2 MANUFACTURING PROCESS (Mudguard)
The material chosen for the mudguard is polypropylene. And selecting a manufacturing
process should be wise. Because the chosen material has to be manufactured and a
complex shape has to be made. So, the injection molding should be the good
manufacturing process for the mudguard. In the automobile industry, most of the
plastic parts are made by using injection molding. If a large number of parts is to then
the molding cost will be less
5.6.3 DESIGN DESCRIPTION

Figure 12, 13, 14 final design Mudguard

The mudguard is designed in a way that it is aerodynamic and lightweight. And also,
its curves will give the vehicle a premium look. The weight of the mudguard is
approximately 2.25 kg. Moreover, the mudguard will cover approximately 70
percentage of the wheel and it will meet all the customer requirements. By this design,
the body of the vehicle will be protected from the mud and rock being thrown by the
wheel and prevent it from throwing into the air by the rotation motion of the tyre. The
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ground clearance of this mudguard is 144mm. The pointed front end of the mudguard
will penetrate through the air without any energy loss, and the curved back end will
help to reduce the drag forces. The reduced drag coefficient will give more performance
output. By minimizing the drag it will give more fuel efficiency and greater speed.
Apart from that, it will give greater handling.
5.6.4 MATERIAL SELECTION (Supporting Bracket)

Table 6 Material selection for supporting bracket [17]

The material used to make the supporting bracket is stainless steel with grade S235.
The mechanical property is shown in the table respectively. The Austenitic stainless
steel has higher tensile strength, so it is selected for the supporting bracket. Tig welding
is used for the joining process. The fillet wire used for this is E316L. moreover, these
material is used for the manufacturing of Ecoist vehicle frame.
5.6.5 MANUFACTURING PROCESS (Supporting Bracket)
For the manufacturing of bracket, we choose investment casting. Stainless steel is using
to make the bracket, so it is the best option for manufacturing the steel equipment.
Moreover, investment casting is one of the oldest metal molding technique. Many
industries are using the investment casting to make a complex shape with a good finish.
5.6.6 DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The weight of the bracket is approximately 1.36 kg. This bracket is designed in a way
that, this design has sufficient load carrying capacity and it will reduce the impact and
vibration. Besides this design will help to the easy installation of the mudguard and
tire. This bracket is fixed to the hub through one side. So, for fixing or removing the
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tire, it doesn’t need to remove the supporting bracket. And the mudguard can be
installed from the upside of the bracket.

Figure 15 Final design Supporting bracket

a. Connecting rod

Figure 16 connecting rod
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The length of the connecting rod is in 360 mm with 5 mm thickness and 25 mm width.
The two-connecting rod is in 60° angle. So, it can hold a wide structure easily. The
connecting rod is welded to the side of the bracket.
b. Supporting Plates

Figure 17 supporting plate

The supporting plates at both ends have 5 mm thickness and 145mm length and width.
So, it can hold the mudguard at this plate. And the mudguard is fitted to this frame with
8mm bolt. And this supporting plate is connected with a thin plate in an arc shape which
has 3 mm thickness.
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6 CONCLUSION

Figure 18, 19, 20 mudguard assembly

The installation of the mudguard is very simple. The mudguard can be easily installed
from the top by 4 countersunk bolts to the supporting bracket. The mudguard is
designed in a way that, even it will cover the 70 percentage of the tyre, it will very easy
to remove and therefore the tyre.
Final specification of mudguard and bracket
Mudguard
Weight
Material
Manufacturing process

:
:
:

2.25 kg
polypropylene
injection molding

:
:
:

1.36 kg
Stainless steel S235
Investment casting

Supporting bracket
Weight
Material
Manufacturing process
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Recommendation for future activities
As it is a 15-credit thesis work and due to lack of time we are unable to do deeper in
this work. There are many recommendations for the future activities. Some of them
are
Recommendation 1: cost estimation of the mudguard and the bracket
Recommendation 2: CFD analysis of the mudguard.
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8 APPENDIX
A1 Orthographic view of mudguard assembly

Figure 21 top view, figure 22 front view, figure 23 back view
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A2
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